
      200 West Front Street      
           Boise, Idaho 83702-7300 

DATE:    April 25, 2019 
TO:     All Plan Holders 
FROM:  Ada County Procurement 
NO. OF PAGES: 7 

Bid 19073 Work Release Center Flooring Replacement 2019 

BIDS DUE: April 30, 2019 by 4:00 p.m. local time  
Ada County Procurement 200 W. Front St. Rm. 2210 Boise, ID 83702 

ADDENDUM NO. 1 

NOTICE TO BIDDERS: 

1. This addendum shall be considered part of the documents for the above-mentioned
project as though it had been issued at the same time and shall be incorporated integrally
therewith.  Where provisions of the following supplementary data differ from those of the
original documents, this addendum shall govern and take precedence.

2. Bidders are hereby notified that they shall make any necessary adjustment in their
estimates on account of this addendum.  It will be construed that each bid is submitted
with full knowledge of all modifications and supplemental data specified herein.

3. Bidders must acknowledge in their bids that all addenda have been received or the
bid may be deemed non-responsive.

Please See Attached: 

 Clarifications:
o Ada County will take care of the inlay carpet at the entrance of the Work Release

Center.
o The Dormitory A closet flooring is not being replaced. It is not color-coded on the

plans, so it is not being done.
o Fire Exit Door red carpet in Dormitories B & C – replacing with new red carpet –

Dormitory A VCT will stay
 Red carpet to be Shaw Color
 Frame-5T081
 Color Stunt 81856

o No updated floor plans were found showing the closet in dayroom area of Dorm
A. Floor plans provided are the only set we have.

ADA COUNTY PROCUREMENT 



o PREA online training will be taken by awarded contractor (it’s good for one year
just like the background check)

 Questions received prior to the April 24, 2019 4:00 p.m. local time cut-off
 Exhibit B: Floor Plan (Main and Lower), Floor Plan (Upper) – copies are attached that

are easier to read
 Sign-In Sheets from Mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting on April 23, 2019

Questions received prior to the April 24, 2019 4:00 p.m. local time cut-off: 

1. Is there a provision for “attic stock?”
Answer: If the awarded contractor has any leftover, otherwise we have enough.

2. For whatever flooring gets torn out, should it be replaced the same day?
Answer: Yes.

3. Is there a higher resolution copy of the Exhibit B floor plans?
Answer: See attached – they are hopefully easier to read.

4. Is Ada County doing moisture tests or is up to the awarded contractor to complete those?
Answer: We didn’t do one, but if the awarded contractor feels it is necessary they will
have to complete it. We haven’t had any problems since the current flooring was put in.

5. Will Ada County Operations pull out the toilets in the dormitories?
Answer: Ada County Operations will remove and replace commodes. Contractor will
need to do bathrooms in two phases. One commode will need to stay in place overnight
while the rest of the bathroom flooring is completed. Contractor to return the next day
and complete restroom.

6. Since the restrooms are cove sheet vinyl, floor mount toilets and there are other entities at
play that we don’t have control over, we may have issues putting those back together
same day, so what is the plan for that?

Answer: See answer to Questions #5.

7. Are the floors in the closets being replaced (hallway on side of building)?
Answer: Yes.

8. Will Ada County be unbolting the bunk beds and moving them so the contractor can do
the flooring?

Answer: Yes and some are already unbolted.

9. Are the stair treads staying?
Answer: Yes.

10. Are the stainless/rubber transitions going to be replaced?
Answer: Stainless steel transition will be reused. Rubber transitions are to be replaced
with new by the contractor. Ada County Operations will remove and replace the stainless
steel transitions.



11. What’s underneath the flooring in Dormitory A - subfloor?
Answer: We believe the underlayment is gypcrete and cement.

12. Are the shower floors being replaced?
Answer: All shower floors remain as is - no new flooring for showers.

13. Is the floor in the closet being replaced (off dayroom in Dorm A)?
Answer: The flooring in the closet off the dayroom in Dorm A will not be replaced. All
other closet flooring is to be replaced.

14. Will the vinyl outside the showers be replaced - with sheet vinyl?
Answer: Yes, the sheet vinyl will be replaced in Dorms B & C. Dorm A will not be
replaced.

15. Who is responsible for moving the restroom partitions?
Answer: Ada County Operations will remove and replace the partitions.

16. Will we be using 6-inch cove vinyl for the restrooms?
Answer: 4” rubber cove base to be used in all vinyl/VCT areas – like-for-like.

17. We currently have a Public Works License. If we sub the labor to a subcontractor, do the
subcontractors also need to have a Public Works License?
Answer: Yes. They need to supply the subcontractor’s name, address, PW Lic. #, and
value of work to be performed on the Subcontractors form within the Contractor’s Bid
Form.



Exhibit B
Floor Plan (Main and Lower)



Exhibit B
Floor Plan (Upper)
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